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ABSTRACT
Understanding what affects software developer productivity can
help organizations choose wise investments in their technical and
social environment. But the research literature either focuses on
what correlates with developer productivity in ecologically valid
settings or focuses on what causes developer productivity in highly
constrained settings. In this paper, we bridge the gap by studying
software developers at Google through two analyses. In the first
analysis, we use panel data with 39 productivity factors, finding that
code quality, technical debt, infrastructure tools and support, team
communication, goals and priorities, and organizational change
and process are all causally linked to self-reported developer pro-
ductivity. In the second analysis, we use a lagged panel analysis to
strengthen our causal claims. We find that increases in perceived
code quality tend to be followed by increased perceived developer
productivity, but not vice versa, providing the strongest evidence
to date that code quality affects individual developer productivity.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering→ Software creation andman-
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1 INTRODUCTION
Organizations want to maximize software engineering productivity
so that they can make the best software in the shortest amount
of time. While software engineering productivity “is essential for
numerous enterprises and organizations in most domains” [51] and
can be examined through multiple lenses [30], understanding the
productivity of individual software developers can be especially
fruitful because it has the potential to be improved through many
actions (e.g. from tooling to process changes) and by many stake-
holders (from individual developers to executives). However, it is
difficult to know which actions will truly improve productivity in
an ecologically valid setting, that is, in a way that accurately char-
acterizes productivity in a realistic software development context.
This motivates our research question:

RQ:What causes improvements to developer produc-
tivity in practice?

A wide spectrum of prior research provides some answers to
this question, but with significant caveats. For example, at one end
of the research spectrum, Ko and Myers’ controlled experiment
showed that a novel debugging tool called Whyline helped Java de-
velopers fix bugs twice as fast as those using traditional debugging
techniques [31]. While this evidence is compelling, organizational
leaders are faced with many open questions about applying these
findings in practice, such as whether the debugging tasks performed
in that study are representative of the debugging tasks performed
by developers in their organizations. At the other end of the spec-
trum, Murphy-Hill and colleagues surveyed developers across three
companies, finding that job enthusiasm consistently correlated with
high self-rated productivity [37]. But yet again, an organizational
leader would have open questions about how to apply these results,
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Table 1: Hypothetical cross sectional survey response data.

Productivity Rating Code Quality Rating
Aruj Somewhat productive Medium quality
Rusla Extremely productive Extremely high quality

Table 2: More hypothetical survey responses, collected 3
months after the data in Table 1. Plusses (+) and minuses (–)
indicate the direction of the change since the prior survey.

Productivity Rating Code Quality Rating
Aruj Highly productive (+) High Quality (+)
Rusla Somewhat productive (–) High Quality (–)

such as whether some unmeasured third variable causes both high
productivity and high job enthusiasm.

More broadly, these examples illustrate the fundamental limita-
tions of prior approaches to understanding developer productivity.
On one hand, software engineering research that uses controlled ex-
periments can help show with a high degree of certainty that some
practices and tools increase productivity, yet such experiments are
by definition highly controlled, leaving organizations to wonder
whether the results obtained in the controlled environment will
also apply in their more realistic, messy environment. On the other
hand, research that uses field studies – often with cross sectional
data from surveys or telemetry – can produce contextually valid ob-
servations about productivity, but drawing causal inferences from
field studies that rival those drawn from experiments is challenging.

Our study builds on the existing literature about developer pro-
ductivity, contributing the first study to draw strong causal conclu-
sions in an ecologically valid context about what affects individual
developer productivity.

2 MOTIVATION
The paper’s main technical contribution – the ability to draw
stronger causal inferences about productivity drivers than in prior
work – is enabled by the use of the panel data analysis technique [26].
In this section, we motivate the technique with a running example.

Much of the prior work on developer productivity (Section 3)
relies on cross-sectional data. To illustrate the limitations of cross sec-
tional data, let us introduce an example. Consider a survey that asks
about respondents’ productivity and the quality of their codebase.
The survey is distributed at a large company, and two developers
respond, Aruj and Rusla. Let’s assume their responses are repre-
sentative of the developer population. Their survey responses are
shown in Table 1.

From this survey, we see that productivity correlates with code
quality. But we cannot confidently say that high code quality causes
high developer productivity, due in part to the following confound-
ing explanations [1]:

• Time-invariant effects. These are effects that have the
same influence over time. For example, if Rusla went to col-
lege and Aruj did not, from cross-sectional data, we cannot
distinguish between the effect of college and the effect of
code quality on productivity.

• Respondent-independent time effects. These are effects
that influence all respondents uniformly, such as seasonal
effects or company-wide initiatives. For example, prior to
the survey, perhaps all engineers were given their annual
bonus, artificially raising everyone’s productivity.

• Non-differentiated response effects. These are effects
where respondents will give the same or similar responses to
every survey question, sometimes known as straightlining.
For example, perhaps Aruj tends to choose the middle op-
tion to every question and Rusla tends to answer the highest
option for every question.

We use panel analysis to address these confounds, enabling
stronger causal inference than what can be obtained from cross sec-
tional data [26]. The power of panel data is that it uses data collected
at multiple points in time from the same individuals, examining
how measurements change over time.

To illustrate how panel data enables stronger causal inference,
let us return to the running example. Suppose we run the survey
again, three months later, and obtain the data shown in Table 2.

One interesting observation is that if we analyze Table 2 in isola-
tion, we notice that there’s not a correlation between productivity
and code quality – both respondents report the same code quality,
regardless of their productivity. But more importantly, looking at
the changes in responses from Table 1 and Table 2, we see produc-
tivity changes are now correlated: Aruj’s increasing productivity
correlates with increasing code quality, and Rusla’s decreasing pro-
ductivity correlates with decreasing code quality.

Panel analysis rules out the three confounding explanations
present in the cross-sectional analysis:

• In the cross-sectional analysis, we could not determine if
Rusla’s high productivity was driven by her college edu-
cation. But in this panel analysis, we can rule out that ex-
planation, because college is a time invariant exposure – it
theoretically would have the same effect on her productivity
in the first survey as in the second survey. This ability to
rule out other potential causes that are time invariant exists
whether or not the researcher can observe those potential
causes. While with cross-sectional analysis, researchers may
be able to control for these potential causes using control
variables, researchers have to anticipate and measure those
control variables during analysis. This is unnecessary with
panel analysis because time invariant factors are eliminated
by design.

• In the cross-sectional analysis, we could not determine if
productivity was driven by a recent annual bonus. This ex-
planation is ruled out in the panel analysis. If the annual
bonus had an effect, the change in productivity scores across
both participants would be uniform.

• In the cross-sectional analysis, we could not determine if
respondents were just choosing similar answers to every
question. This explanation is also ruled out with panel anal-
ysis. If respondents were choosing similar answers, there
would be no change in productivity scores, and thus we
would not see a correlation among the changes.
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The ability of panel analyses to draw relatively strong causal
inferences makes it a quasi-experimental method, combining some
of the advantages of experiments with those of field studies [25].

3 RELATEDWORK
To answer research questions similar to ours, several researchers
previously investigated what factors correlate with developer pro-
ductivity. Petersen’s systematic mapping literature review describes
seven studies that quantify factors that predict software developer
productivity [40], factors largely drawn from the COCOMO II soft-
ware cost driver model [10]. For instance, in a study of 99 projects
from 37 companies, Maxwell and colleagues found that certain
tools and programming practices correlated with project produc-
tivity, as measured by the number of lines of written code per
month [34]. More broadly, a recent study explored what factors
correlate with individual developers’ self-reported productivity at
three companies [37]. In contrast to our study, these prior studies
report correlations with relatively weak causal claims.

Other researchers have been able to make stronger causal claims
about programmer productivity by running controlled experiments.
For instance, when Tosun and colleagues asked 24 professionals to
complete a simple programming task, either using test-driven devel-
opment (treatment group) or iterative test-last development (control
group), they found that treatment group participants were signif-
icantly more productive than control group participants, where
productivity was measured as the number of tests passed in a fixed
amount of time [50]. Such randomized controlled experiments are
considered a “gold standard” because they can make very strong
causal claims [8]. The challenge with such studies is that they are
expensive to run with high ecological validity. Consequently, such
studies typically use students as participants rather than profes-
sionals (e.g. [14, 45, 47]), use small problems and programs rather
than more realistic ones (e.g. [5, 36, 47]), and can only vary one or
two productivity factors per experiment (e.g. [15, 32, 43]). While
the study presented here cannot make as strong causal claims as
experiments, the present field study has higher ecological validity
than experimental studies.

To address these challenges, software engineering researchers
have been using causal inference techniques in field studies, where
stronger causal claims can be made than in studies with simple
correlations. The core of such studies is analyses that leverage
time series data, rather than cross-sectional data. For instance,
Wang and colleagues use Granger’s causality test [21] to infer that
women’s pull requests cause increases in those women’s follower
counts [52]. As another example, using the Bayesian CausalImpact
framework [6], Martin and colleagues show that 33% of app releases
caused statistically significant changes to app user ratings [33].
These papers used fine-grained time series data, which is not possi-
ble for the type of data described in this paper, and to our knowledge,
has not been applied to studies of developer productivity.

Panel analysis, another causal inference technique, has been
used by prior software engineering researchers. Qiu and colleagues
used GitHub panel data to show that “social capital impacts the
prolonged engagement of contributors to opensource” [41]. Islam
and colleagues used panel data to show that distributed version
control systems “reduce the private costs for participants in an OSS

project and thus increases the number of participants, but decreases
the average level of contribution by individual participants” [27].
Like these papers, we use panel data to make causal inferences, but
in our case, the inferences are about developer productivity.

4 PANEL ANALYSIS: METHODS
Towards answering our research question, we next describe our
data sources, dependent variables, independent variables, panel
data, and modeling design.

4.1 Data Sources
The data of this study comes from two sources: Google engineers’
logs data and a company-wide survey at Google. Neither source
was built specifically for the research we describe here, and so we
consider this opportunistic research.

4.1.1 Logs Data. We collected a rich data set from engineers’ logs
from internal tools, such as a distributed file system that records
developers’ edits, a build system, and a code review tool. This data
contains fine-grained histories of developers’ work, enabling us to
make accurate measurements of actual working behavior, such as
the time developers spend actively writing code. The data helps
us characterize developers’ work practices, such as what kinds of
development tasks they are doing, how long those tasks take, and
how long they are waiting for builds and tests to complete. Details
on these tools, how data is aggregated into metrics, measurement
validation, and ethical considerations of data collection can be found
elsewhere [28]. We describe the exact metrics we use in Section 4.3.

4.1.2 EngSat. The Engineering Satisfaction (EngSat) Survey is a
longitudinal program to: understand the needs of Google engi-
neers; evaluate the effectiveness of tools, process, and organization
improvements; and provide feedback to teams that serve Google
engineers. Every three months, the survey is sent out to one-third
of eligible engineers – in one of five core engineering job roles,
have been at Google’s parent company for at least 6 months, and
below the “director” level. The same engineers are re-surveyed
every three quarters, and a random sample of one-third of new
engineers is added each quarter so that all engineers are invited.
The survey questions cover a range of topics, from productivity to
tool satisfaction to team communication. Respondents are asked
to describe their experience in the 3 month period prior to taking
the survey. Before beginning the survey, respondents are informed
how the data is used and that participation is voluntary.

While EngSat response rates are typically between 30% and
40%, response bias does not appear to be a significant threat. We
know this because we analyzed two questions for response bias,
one on productivity and one on overall engineering experience
satisfaction. We found that EngSat tends to have lower response
rates for technical leads and managers, those who have been at
Google for a longer period, and for engineers from the San Francisco
Bay Area, where Google is headquartered. To estimate the impact
of non-response bias on a metric derived from EngSat responses,
we compare a bias-corrected version of the metric to its uncorrected
version and check for the difference. The bias-corrected metric is
calculated by reweighting EngSat responses with the propensity
score (a similarity measure [22]) of responding to EngSat, which is
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Figure 1: Quantitative features that predicted self-rated pro-
ductivity.

estimated based on factors such as developer tenure, work location,
and coding language and tools. We find that after correcting for this
non-response bias using propensity score matching, the percent of
engineers who responded favorably did not change significantly
for either question. For instance, adjusting for non-response bias,
productivity decreases relatively by 0.7%, which is too small to
reach statistical significance at the 95% level. These results were
consistent across the three rounds of EngSat that we analyzed.

4.2 Dependent Variable: Productivity
We use self-rated productivity from our survey as our dependent
variable. While subjective and objective measures of productivity
each have advantages and disadvantages, we chose a subjective
measure of productivity here both because it is straightforward
to measure in survey form and because it is used broadly in prior
research [16, 35, 37].

The EngSat survey asks the question: Overall, in the past three
months how productive have you felt at work at Google/Alphabet?
Respondents can choose "Not at all productive", "Slightly produc-
tive", "Moderately productive", "Very productive", or "Extremely
productive". We coded this variable from 1 (Not at all productive)
to 5 (Extremely productive).

Prior software engineering research has shown that subjec-
tive productivity correlates with objective measures of produc-
tivity [37, 38] as a way to establish convergent validity of question-
based productivity metrics (that is, how they relate to other mea-
sures of the same construct [7]), We sought to do the same by
correlating our subjective productivity measure below with sev-
eral objective measures of productivity. Rather than using a linear
correlation as used in prior work, we were open to the possibility
that relationships were non-linear, and thus we selected a random
forest as a classifier.

First, we created a simple random forest to predict a binary ver-
sion of self-rated productivity, where we coded “Extremely produc-
tive” and “Very productive” as productive, and the other values as
not productive. We then predicted this binary measure of self-rated
productivity using six quantitative productivity metrics measured
over a three month period. Two of the measures capture the amount
output produced over the fixed period:

• Total Number of Changelists. This represents the number of
changelists (CLs) that an engineer merged, after code review,
into Google’s main code repository.

• Total Lines of Code. Across all CLs an engineer merged, the
total number of lines of code changed.

Two measures capture the amount of time it takes an engineer to
produce one unit of output (a changelist):

• Median Active Coding Time. Across every CL merged, the
median time an engineer spent actively writing code per
CL [28].

• Median Wall-Clock Coding Time. The median wall-clock time
an engineer spent writing code per CL, that is, the time
elapsed between when the engineer starts writing code and
when they request the code be reviewed.

The remaining two measures captured non-productive activities,
that is, how much time an engineer spends waiting per unit of
output (a changelist):

• Median Wall-Clock Review Time. The median wall-clock time
an engineer spent waiting for code review per CL.

• Median Wall-Clock Merge Time. The median wall-clock time
an engineer waited between approval for merging and actu-
ally merging per CL.

We gathered the above data over 6 consecutive quarters from
2018Q1 to 2019Q2. For each quarter, we linked an engineer’s subjec-
tive measure of productivity to the above five quantitative measures.
Since engineers are invited to take our survey once every 3 quarters,
a single engineer may be represented at most twice in this data set.
In total, we had 1958 engineer data points for our model.

After randomly selecting 10% of the data for validation, themodel
had 83% precision and 99% recall, suggesting a substantial relation-
ship between quantitative and qualitative productivity measures.
Looking at the importance of each quantitative metric in classify-
ing developers in the model (Figure 1), we see that Median Active
Coding Time was the most predictive quantitative feature. This
aligns with Meyer and colleagues’ finding that Microsoft engineers
view coding as their most productive activity [35].

4.3 Independent Variables
To predict the dependent variable, we started with 42 independent
variables – reduced to 39 after a multicolinearity check (Section 4.6)
– available from the survey and logs data. Since survey respondents
are asked to report on their experiences from the three months
prior to the survey, we collected log data for the corresponding
three month period. While many metrics could be analyzed, we
selected metrics that were relatively straightforward to collect and
that appeared plausibly related to individual productivity, based on
consultationwith internal subject matter experts within Google that
were experienced with building and deploying developer metrics.

Below, we group independent variables into six categories, de-
scribe each variable, and link them to prior work. We give each
variable a short name (in parentheses) to make referencing them
easier in the remainder of the paper. Full survey questions and
response scales are available in the Appendix.

4.3.1 Code Quality & Technical Debt. The first category of poten-
tial drivers of productivity are those relating to code quality and
technical debt. Based on experience, DeMarco and Lister claim that
software quality, generally speaking, “is a means to higher pro-
ductivity” [11]. In an experiment, Schankin and colleagues found
that participants found errors 14% faster when descriptive iden-
tifier names were used [46]. Studying small industrial programs
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written in the 1980s, Gill and Kemerer found that code complex-
ity correlates with software maintenance productivity [18]. Based
on interviews and surveys with professional software developers,
Besker and colleagues found that technical debt correlates nega-
tively with developer productivity [3, 4].

We measured code quality and technical debt with 5 subjective
factors from our survey:

• Code Quality Satisfaction (sat. with project code quality, sat.
with dependency code quality)

• Code Technical Debt (project tech debt)
• Dependency Technical Debt (dependency tech debt)
• Technical Debt Hindrance (tech debt hindrance)

4.3.2 Infrastructure Tools & Support. The next category of poten-
tial drivers of productivity are issues relating to tools and infrastruc-
ture. Prior work showed that using “the best tools and practices”
was the strongest correlate of individual productivity at Google,
though not a significant correlate at two other companies [37].
Storey and colleagues also found that Microsoft developers’ pro-
cesses and tools correlated with individual productivity [48].

This category had 6 objective and 12 subjective measures:

• Tools, infrastructure and service satisfaction (sat. with infra &
tools)

• Tools and infrastructure choice (choices of infra & tools)
• Tools and infrastructure innovativeness (innovation of infra
& tools)

• Tools and infrastructure ease (ease of infra & tools)
• Tools and infrastructure frustration (frustration of infra &
tools)

• Developer stack change (change of tool stack)
• Internal documentation support (doc. support)
• Internal documentation hindrance (doc. hindrance)
• Build & test cycle hindrance (build & test cycle hindrance)
• Build latency satisfaction (sat. with build latency)
• 50th and 90th percentile of build duration (p50 build time, p90
build time)

• % of long builds per week (% of long builds)
• 50th and 90th percentile of test duration (p50 test time, p90
test time)

• % of long tests per week (% of long tests)
• Learning hindrance (learning hindrance)
• Migration hindrance (migration hindrance)

4.3.3 Team Communication. The next category of drivers of pro-
ductivity are issues relating to team communication. In a survey
of knowledge workers, Hernaus and Mikulić found that social job
characteristics (e.g. group cooperation) correlated with contextual
job performance [24]. More specifically, in software engineering,
Chatzoglou and Macaulay interviewed software developers, finding
that most believed that communication among team members was
very important to project success [9]. Studying communication
networks quantitatively, Kidane and Gloor found that in the Eclipse
project, a higher frequency of communication between developer
correlated positively with performance and creativity [29].

To measure team communication in our study, we examined 9
objective measures and 1 subjective measure:

• 50th and 90th percentile of rounds of code review (p50 code
review rounds, p90 code review rounds)

• 50th and 90th percentile of total wait time of code review (p50
code review wait time, p90 code review wait time)

• 50th and 90th percentile of code reviewers’ organizational dis-
tances from author (p50 review org distance, p90 review org
distance)

• 50th and 90th percentile of code reviewers’ physical distances
from author (p50 review physical distance, p90 review phys-
ical distance)

• Physical distance from direct manager (distance from man-
ager)

• Code review hindrance (slow code review)

4.3.4 Goals and Priorities. Prior research suggests that changing
goals and priorities correlate with software engineering outcomes.
Surveying 365 software developers, The Standish Group found that
changing requirements was a common stated reason for project
failure [49]. Meyer and colleagues found that one of the top 5 most
commonly mentioned reasons for a productive workday was having
clear goals and requirements [35].

We measure this category with 1 subjective measure:

• Priority shift (priority shift)

4.3.5 Interruptions. Meyer and colleagues found that two of the
top five most commonly mentioned reasons for a productive work-
day by 379 software developers was having no meetings and few
interruptions [35]. Similarly, a prior survey of Google engineers
showed that lack of interruptions and efficient meetings correlated
with personal productivity, as did use of personal judgment [37].

We measure this category with 3 objective measures:

• 50th and 90th percentile of total time spent on incoming meet-
ings per week (p50 meeting time, p90 meeting time)

• Total time spent on any meetings per week (total meeting
time)

4.3.6 Organizational and Process Factors. Finally, outside of soft-
ware engineering, organizational and process factors correlate with
a variety of work outcomes. For example, according to healthcare
industry managers, reorganizations can result in workers’ sense of
powerlessness, inadequacy, and burnout [20]. Although not well-
studied in software engineering, based on personal experience,
DeMarco and Lister [11] and Armour [2] point to bureaucracy and
reorganizations as leading to poor software engineering outcomes.

This category had 2 subjective and 3 objective measures:

• Process hindrance (complicated processes)
• Organizational hindrance (team & org change)
• Number of times when engineers’ direct manager changes but
colleagues do not change (reorg direct manager change)

• Number of times when both an engineer’s direct manager and
colleagues change simultaneously (non-reorg direct manager
change)

• Number of different primary teams the engineer has (primary
team change)
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4.4 From Variables to Panel Data
Since the survey was sent out to the same cohort of engineers every
three quarters, we have accumulated a panel data set with two
observations in different points of time for each engineer. After
joining each engineer’s survey data with their logs data, we have
complete panel data for 2139 engineers.

4.5 Modeling
Using the panel data set, we applied a quasi-experiment method of
panel data analysis to analyze the relationship between engineers’
perceived overall productivity and the independent variables. In
this paper, we use a fixed-effect model to analyze panel data at the
developer level. The model is

𝑦𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼𝑖 + _𝑡 + 𝛽𝐷𝑖𝑡 + 𝜖𝑖𝑡 (1)
where
• 𝑦𝑖𝑡 is the dependent variable y, self-rated productivity for
developer i at time t.

• 𝛼𝑖 is unobserved engineer time-invariant effects, such as
education and skills.

• _𝑡 is the engineer-independent time effect, such as company-
wide policy changes and seasonalities at time t.

• 𝐷𝑖𝑡 = [𝐷1
𝑖𝑡
, 𝐷2

𝑖𝑡
, . . . , 𝐷𝑛

𝑖𝑡
] are observed productivity factors

for developer i at time t.
• 𝛽 = [𝛽1, 𝛽2, . . . , 𝛽𝑛] are the causal effects of productivity
factors 𝐷𝑖𝑡 at time t.

• 𝜖𝑖𝑡 is the error term at time t.
To estimate the fixed-effect model, we differenced equation (1)
between the two periods and have

Δ𝑦𝑖𝑡 = Δ_𝑡 + 𝛽Δ𝐷𝑖𝑡 + Δ𝜖𝑖𝑡 (2)
where Δ_𝑡 = 𝛾0 + 𝛾1𝑇 . The Δ prefix denotes the change from one
time period to the next. T is a categorical variable representing
panels in different time periods, if we have more than one panel.
Note that after differencing, 𝛼𝑖 is cancelled out and Δ_𝑡 can be ex-
plicitly controlled by transforming it to a series of dummy variables.
Therefore, factors in 𝛼𝑖 and _𝑡 do not confound the results.

We then estimated equation (2) using Feasible Generalized Least
Squares (FGLS); we chose FGLS to overcome heteroskedasticity,
serial correlation between residuals, and for efficiency compared to
Ordinary Least Square estimators. The parameters of interest are
the 𝛽 terms. The hypothesis we are testing is that 𝛽 = 0 for all 𝐷𝑖𝑡 .
Except for binary variables and percentage variables, we transform
𝐷𝑖𝑡 into 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝐷𝑖𝑡 ). The benefit of taking a natural log is to allow
us to interpret estimates of regression coefficients (𝛽 terms) as an
elasticity, where a percent change in a dependent variable can be
interpreted as a percent change in an independent variable. This
allows for both a uniform and intuitive interpretation of the effects
across both logs-based and survey-based dependent variables.

To liberally capture causal relationships between productivity,
we use a p-value cutoff of 0.1 to define “statistically significant”
results. If the reader prefers a more stringent cutoff or using a false
discovery correction, we facilitate this by reporting p-values.

Analysis code was written in R by the first author using the
packages glmnet, randomForest, binom, car, and plm. All code was
peer-reviewed using Google’s standard code review process [44].

4.6 Multicollinearity
To check for multicollinearity among the independent variables, we
calculated Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) scores on these metrics.
We found some build latency metrics were highly correlated and
thus may cause a multicollinearity problem. After consulting with
experts in our build system, we removed three build latency metrics
that had a VIF score above 3 (p50 build time, p50 test time, and % of
long tests), a threshold recommended by Hair and colleagues [23].
The final list of 39 metrics all have VIF scores below 3.

4.7 Threats to Validity
Like all empirical studies, ours is imperfect. In this section, we
describe threats to the validity of our study, broken down into
content, construct, internal, and external validity threats.

4.7.1 Content. Although our study examines a variety of facets of
productivity, it does not examine every single aspect of productivity
or of factors that may influence productivity.

With respect to productivity itself, we measure it with a single
survey question. On one hand, the question itself is worded broadly
and our validation (Section 4.2) shows that it correlates with other
objective measures of productivity. On the other hand, as evidenced
by the fact that the correlation was imperfect, it is likely that our
question did not capture some aspects of developer productivity.
As one example, our question was only focused on productivity of
an individual developer, yet productivity is often conceptualized
from a team, group, or company perspective [17].

Likewise, our set of productivity factors – like code quality and
build speed – are incomplete, largely because we used conveniently
available and subjectively-selected metrics and because we reused
an existing long-running survey. In comparison, prior work, which
used a custom-built cross-sectional survey, found that two of the
strongest correlates with individual productivity were job enthusi-
asm and teammates’ support for new ideas [37]. Neither of these two
productivity factors were explored in the present survey, demon-
strating that our productivity factors are incomplete.

4.7.2 Construct. Our EngSat survey measures a variety of theoret-
ical concepts, and the questions contained in it contain a range of
construct validity. For instance, while we have demonstrated some
amount of convergent validity of our productivity question, respon-
dents to the question may have interpreted the word “productivity”
differently – some may have interpreted it to refer only to the quick
completion of work items, while others might take a more expan-
sive view to include aspects such as quality. While we have tried to
limit the impact of different interpretations of EngSat questions by
piloting variations, gathering interpretive feedback, and refining
wording iteratively, such issues are unavoidable threats.

Another specific threat to construct validity is inconsistent and
ambiguous question wording. For instance, while respondents are
advised at the beginning of the survey that they should report on
experiences over the last 3 months, some questions (but not all) re-
inforce this scoping by beginning with “In the last three months. . . ”.
As another example of inconsistency, while most questions ask only
about experiences (which our models use to predict productivity),
three questions ask about the relationship between experience and
perceived productivity, such as “how much has technical debt. . .
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Table 3: Metrics’ relationship with self-rated productivity.

Metric Effect size p-value
Code Quality & Technical Debt
sat. with project code quality 0.105 <0.001
sat. with dependency code quality -0.013 0.505
project tech debt 0.078 <0.001
dependency tech debt 0.042 0.012
tech debt hindrance -0.009 0.459
Infrastructure Tools & Support
sat. with infra & tools 0.113 <0.001
choices of infra & tools 0.020 0.083
innovation of infra & tools 0.106 <0.001
ease of infra & tools -0.018 0.352
frustration of infra & tools 0.002 0.952
change of tool stack 0.019 0.098
doc. support -0.009 0.664
doc. hindrance -0.005 0.715
build and test cycle hindrance 0.029 0.064
sat. with build latency 0.018 0.295
p90 build time -0.024 0.019
p90 test time -0.001 0.836
% of long builds 0.028 0.599
learning hindrance 0.038 0.006
migration hindrance -0.001 0.929
Team Communication
p50 code review rounds 0.007 0.081
p90 code review rounds -0.014 0.058
p50 code review wait time -0.0006 0.875
p90 code review wait time 0.0019 0.625
p50 review org distance -0.0008 0.424
p90 review org distance -0.0002 0.880
p50 review physical distance 0.0012 0.261
p90 review physical distance 0.0013 0.518
distance from manager 0.001 0.209
slow code review 0.051 0.004
Goals & Priorities
priority shift 0.077 <0.001
Interruptions
p50 meeting time 0.014 0.502
p90 meeting time 0.008 0.701
total meeting time -0.009 0.692
Organizational Change and Process
complicated processes 0.027 0.067
team and org change 0.032 0.023
reorg direct manager changes -0.002 0.086
non-reorg direct manager change -0.002 0.525
primary team change 0.014 0.086

hindered your productivity?”. As an example of ambiguity, several
questions ask about engineers’ experiences with the project they
work on, but respondents interpret for themselves what a "project"
is and, if they work on multiple projects, which one to report on.

4.7.3 Internal. As we argue in this paper, our use of panel analysis
helps draw stronger causal inferences than those that can be drawn

from cross-sectional data. However, the most significant caveat
to our ability to draw causal inferences is time variant effects. In
contrast to time invariant effects (e.g., prior education and demo-
graphics), time variant effects may vary over the study period. For
instance, in our running example, if Aruj lost a mentor and Rusla
gained a mentor between the two surveys, our analysis could not
rule out mentorship as a cause of increased productivity or code
quality. Thus, our analysis assumes that effects on individual en-
gineers are time invariant. Violations of this assumption threaten
the internal validity of our study.

Another internal threat to the validity of our study is partici-
pants who chose not to answer some or all questions in the survey.
While our analysis of non-response bias (Section 4.1.2) showed that
two survey questions were robust to non-response among several
dimensions like level and tenure, non-response is still a threat. For
one, respondents and non-respondents might differ systematically
on some unmeasured or dimension, such as how frequently they
get feedback from peers. Likewise, respondents who choose not
to answer a question will be wholly excluded from our analysis,
yet such participants might differ systematically from those who
answered every question.

Another threat to internal validity is that we analyzed data for
only two panels per engineer. More panels per engineer would
increase the robustness of our results.

4.7.4 External. As the title of this paper suggests, our study was
conducted only at Google and generalizability of our results beyond
that context is limited. Google is a large, US-headquartered, multi-
national, and software-centric company where engineers work on
largely server and mobile code, with uniform development tooling,
and in a monolithic repository. Likewise, during the study period
Google developers mostly worked from open offices, before the
global COVID19 pandemic when many developers shifted to re-
mote or hybrid work. While results would vary if this study were
replicated in other organizations, contexts that resemble ours are
most likely to yield similar results.

5 PANEL ANALYSIS: RESULTS
5.1 Factors Causally Linked to Productivity
Panel data analysis suggested that 16 out of the 39 metrics have a
statistically significant causal relationship with perceived overall
productivity, as listed in Table 3. The overall adjusted R-squared
value for the model was 0.1019. In Table 1, the Effect size should
be read as a percent change in the dependent variable is associated
with that percent change in the independent variable. For instance,
for code quality, a 100% change in project code quality (from “Very
dissatisfied” to “Very satisfied” to quality) is associated with a 10.5%
increase in self-reported productivity. To summarize Table 3:

• For code quality, we found that perceived productivity is
causally related to satisfaction with project code quality
but not causally related to satisfaction with code quality
in dependencies. For technical debt, we found perceived
productivity is causally related to perceived technical debt
both within projects and in their dependencies.
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• For infrastructure, several factors closely related to internal
infrastructure and tools showed a significant causal relation-
ship with perceived productivity:
– Engineers who reported their tools and infrastructure
were not innovative were more likely to report lower pro-
ductivity.

– Engineers who reported the number of choices were either
too few or too many were likely to report lower produc-
tivity. We further tested whether one of the two (“too few”
or “too many”) matters but not the other, by replacing this
variable with two binary variables, one representing the
case of “too few” choices and the other representing the
case of “too many” choices. The results suggest that both
cases are causally related to perceived productivity.

– Engineers who reported that the pace of changes in the
developer tool stack was too fast or too slow were likely
to report lower productivity. Similarly, we tested the two
cases, “too fast” or “too slow”, separately by replacing
this variable with two binary variables, one representing
the case of “too fast” and the other representing the case
of “too slow”. Results suggested both cases matter for
perceived productivity.

– Engineers who were hindered by learning a new platform,
framework, technology, or infrastructure were likely to
report lower productivity.

– Engineers who had longer build times or reported being
hindered by their build & test cycle were more likely to
report lower productivity.

• For team communication, a metric related to code reviewwas
significantly causally related with perceived productivity.
Engineers who had more rounds of reviews per code review
or reported being hindered by slow code review processes
were likely to report lower productivity.

• For goals and priorities, engineers hindered by shifting project
priorities were likely to report lower productivity.

• Organizational factors were linked to perceived productivity:
– Engineers who had more changes of direct managers were
more likely to report lower productivity.

– Engineers who reported being hindered for team and or-
ganizational reasons, or by complicated processes were
more likely to report lower productivity.

5.2 Quadrant Chart
To visualize these factors in terms of their relative effect size and
statistical significance, we plot them in a quadrant chart (Figure 2).
The chart excludes factors whose p-value is greater than 0.1. The
factors have various scales from satisfaction score to time duration,
so to make their effect size comparable, we standardized metrics by
subtracting each data point by its mean and dividing it by its stan-
dard deviation. The x axis is the absolute value of the standardized
effect size. The y axis is p-values.

The top five factors in terms of relative effect size are satisfaction
with project code quality, hindrance of shifting priorities, technical
debt in projects, innovation of infrastructure, and tools and overall
satisfaction with infrastructure and tools.

6 LAGGED PANEL ANALYSIS: METHODS
The panel data analysis we conducted so far suggests satisfaction
with code quality within projects is the strongest productivity factor
among the 39 we studied, based on standardized effect size and
p-value.

However, because the observed changes in factors coincided
during the same time period, such conventional panel data analysis
can tell which factors are causally related to overall productivity,
but it does not tell us the direction of the causality.

So, does better code quality cause increasing productivity, or does
increasing productivity cause improved code quality? Both linkages
are theoretically plausible: on one hand, code quality might increase
productivity because higher code quality may make it easier and
faster to add new features; on the other hand, high productivity
might increase quality code because engineers have free time to
spend on quality improvement.

To verify the direction of the causal relationship between project
code quality and productivity, we conducted another panel data
analysis using lagged panel data. In this analysis, we focus only
on the causal relationship between code quality and productivity.
Although such an analysis is possible for other factors, it is nonethe-
less laborious, as we shall see shortly. Thus, we focus our lagged
analysis on only these two variables, which had the strongest causal
relationship in our prior analysis.

In short, we verified the direction of the linkage between project
code quality and productivity by checking if the change in one fac-
tor is associated with the change in the other factor in the following
period. The idea is that if project code quality affects productiv-
ity, we expect to see that changes in project code quality during
time T-1 are associated with changes in productivity during time T.
Since self-reported productivity is not available for two consecutive
quarters (since each respondent is sampled only once every three
quarters), we switch to logs-based metrics to measure productivity.
Complementing our prior analysis based on self-ratings with a logs-
based one has the additional benefit of increasing the robustness of
our results.

More formally, we tested two competing hypotheses, Hypothesis
QaP (Quality affects Productivity) and PaQ (Productivity affects
Quality). Hypothesis QaP is that the changes in project code quality
during time T-1 are associated with changes in productivity during
time T. This implies improvements in project code quality lead to
better productivity. Hypothesis PaQ is that changes in productivity
in time T-1 are associated with changes in project code quality in
time T. This implies better productivity leads to an improvement
in project code quality.

Hypothesis QaP: Changes in code quality during time T-1 are
correlated with changes in productivity during time T. The statisti-
cal model is

Δ𝑃𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝛽Δ𝑄𝑖𝑡−1 + Δ𝜖𝑖𝑡 (4)

where Δ𝑄𝑖𝑡−1 is the change in code quality at time t-1 and Δ𝑃𝑖𝑡 is
the following change in logs-based productivity metrics at time t.
Given the available data, we use the difference between Q3 2018
and Q2 2019 to measure Δ𝑄𝑖𝑡−1 and the difference between Q3 2018
and Q3 2019 to measure Δ𝑃𝑖𝑡 .
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Figure 2: Quadrant of productivity factors in effect size and statistical significance

Hypothesis PaQ: Changes in productivity in time T-1 are cor-
related with changes in code quality in time T. The statistical model
is

Δ𝑄𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝛽Δ𝑃𝑖𝑡−1 + Δ𝜖𝑖𝑡 (5)

where Δ𝑃𝑖𝑡−1 is the change in logs-based productivity at time t-1
and Δ𝑄𝑖𝑡 is the following change in code quality at time t. Given
the availability of data, we use the difference between Q3 2018 and
Q2 2019 to measure Δ𝑃𝑖𝑡−1 and the difference between Q3 2018 and
Q1 2019 to measure Δ𝑄𝑖𝑡 .

For this analysis, we had full lagged panel data for 3389 engineers.

7 LAGGED PANEL ANALYSIS: RESULTS
Our results support hypothesis QaP but not hypothesis PaQ. We
found that a 100% increase of satisfaction rating with project code
quality (i.e. going from a rating of ‘Very dissatisfied’ to ‘Very sat-
isfied’) at time T-1 was associated with a 10% decrease of median
active coding time per CL, a 12% decrease of median wall-clock
time from creating to mailing a CL, and a 22% decrease of median
wall-clock time from submitting to deploying a CL at time T. On
the other hand, we did not find any evidence to support hypothesis
PaQ; changes in satisfaction with project code quality in time T
were not associated with any of the productivity metrics in time
T-1. See Appendix for a table containing this data and descriptions
of each variable. Therefore, returning to our research question,

we conclude that changes in satisfaction with project code quality
cause changes in perceived overall productivity.

8 DISCUSSION
Our findings provide practical guidance for organizations trying
to improve individual developer productivity by providing a list of
amenable factors that are causally linked to productivity. Specifi-
cally, our panel analysis shows that these factors are: code quality,
technical debt, infrastructure tools and support, team communica-
tion, goals and priorities, and organizational change and process.
Our quadrant chart shown in Figure 2, which we originally cre-
ated for an executive stakeholder audience within Google, allows
practitioners to choose highly impactful productivity factors to act
on. Factors at the top of the chart are those with high statistical
significance (and low standard error), so practitioners can read
those as the most consistent productivity factors. Factors on the
right are the ones with the largest standardized effect size, so these
supply the “biggest bang for the buck”. Taken together, the factors
in the upper right quadrant are the ones most promising to improve
productivity at Google. For instance, giving teams time to improve
code quality, reduce technical debt, and stabilize priorities would
be good candidate initiatives for improving individual developer
productivity.
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We found that several factors did not have a statistically signifi-
cant relationship with perceived productivity, notably:

• For documentation, perceived productivity was not causally
linked to reported poor or missing documentation (doc. hin-
drance) or the frequency of documentation meeting needs
(doc. support). This is surprising, given that GitHub’s 2017
survey of 5,500 developers found that “incomplete or confus-
ing documentation” was the most commonly encountered
problem in open source [19]. GitHub’s findings are consis-
tent with findings at Microsoft [48] and at Google– EngSat
respondents often report “poor or missing documentation”
as one of the top three hindrances to their own productiv-
ity. However, the results in this paper suggest that there
is no causal relationship between developer productivity
and documentation, despite developers’ reports that it is
important to them. One way to explain this finding is that
documentation may not impact productivity, but it may yet
have other positive benefits, such as to “create inclusive
communities” [19].

• For meetings, we found that perceived productivity was
not causally linked to time spent on either incoming meet-
ings(p50 meeting time, p90 meeting time) or all types of meet-
ings (total meeting time). This is also surprising, given that
prior research found in a survey of Microsoft engineers
that meetings were the most unproductive activity for engi-
neers [35]. The contradictory results could be explained by
differences between the studies: our panel analysis enables
causal reasoning (vs correlational), more engineers were rep-
resented in our dataset (2139 vs 379), and we used objective
meeting data from engineers’ calendars (vs. self-reports).

• For physical and organizational distances, perceived produc-
tivity was not causally linked to physical distance from direct
manager (distance from manager), or physical (p50 review
physical distance, p90 review physical distance) or organiza-
tional distances from code reviewers(p50 review org distance,
p90 review org distance). This is in contrast to Ramasubbu and
colleagues’ cross-sectional study, which found that “as firms
distribute their software development across longer distance
(and time zones) they benefit from improved project level
productivity” [42]. As with the prior differences, explana-
tory factors may include differences in organization and a
methodology: individual productivity versus organizational
productivity, single company versus multiple companies,
and panel versus cross-sectional analysis.

As we mentioned, a threat to these results is the threat of reverse
causality – the statistics do not tell us whether each factor causes
productivity changes or vice versa. We mitigated this threat for
code quality using lagged panel analysis, providing compelling
evidence that high code quality increases individual developers’
productivity.

Within Google, our results have driven organizational change
around code quality and technical debt as a way to improve devel-
oper productivity:

• Since its creation in May 2019, a version of this report has
been viewed by more than 1000 unique Google employees
with more than 500 comments.

• EngSat results helped motivate two code quality conferences
for Google engineers with 4,000 internal attendees and more
than 15,000 views of live and on-demand talks.

• The research motivated the creation of two initiatives – a
Technical Debt Maturity Model (akin to the Capability Ma-
turity Model [39]) and Technical Debt Management Frame-
work – to help teams improve technical debt assessment and
management.

• Several teams and organizations set Objectives and Key Re-
sults (OKRs) [12] to improve technical debt in their work-
groups.

• Google introduced “The Healthys”, an award where teams
submit a two page explanation of a code quality improvement
initiative they’ve performed. Using an academic reviewing
model, outside engineers evaluated the impact of nearly 350
submissions across the company. Accomplishments include
more than a million lines of code deleted. In a survey sent to
award recipients, of 173 respondents, most respondents re-
ported that they mentioned the award in the self-evaluation
portion of their performance evaluation (82%) and that there
was at least a slight improvement in how code health work
is viewed by their team (68%) and management (60%).

Although difficult to ascribe specifically to this research and the
above initiatives that it has influenced, EngSat has revealed several
encouraging trends between when the report was released inter-
nally in the second quarter of 2019 and the first quarter of 2021: The
proportion of engineers feeling “not at all hindered” by technical
debt has increased by 27%. The proportion of engineers feeling sat-
isfied with code quality has increased by about 22%. The proportion
of engineers feeling highly productive at work has increased by
about 18%.

9 CONCLUSION
Prior research has made significant progress in improving our un-
derstanding of what correlates with developer productivity. In this
paper, we’ve advanced that research by leveraging time series data
to run panel analyses, enabling stronger causal inference than was
possible in prior studies. Our panel analysis suggests that code
quality, technical debt, infrastructure tools and support, team com-
munication, goals and priorities, and organizational change and
process are causally linked to developer productivity at Google.
Furthermore, our lagged panel analysis provides evidence that im-
provements in code quality cause improvements in individual pro-
ductivity. While our analysis is imperfect – in particular, it is only
one company and uses limited measurements – it nonetheless can
help engineering organizations make informed decisions about
improving individual developer productivity.
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APPENDICES
A DATA AVAILABILITY
The data used in this research is logs and survey data produced by
individual Google engineers. This data is not available to the public
or to anyone at Google outside of our team, for several reasons:

• While the data is stored without personal identifiers, indi-
viduals could nonetheless be identified by examining infor-
mation such as what changes they review and what parts of
the code base they interact with.

• To minimize risks to participants, our privacy policy states
that individuals’ data will be deleted after 3 to 5 years, de-
pending on the type of data.

The software that produced and analyzed the data is not available
because it and its dependencies are closed source.

B SURVEY QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES
B.1 Code Quality & Technical Debt
We measured code quality and technical debt with 5 subjective
factors from our survey:

• Code Quality Satisfaction (sat. with project code quality, sat.
with dependency code quality). This factor was collected
from the survey’s question “How satisfied are you with the
quality of code at Google/Alphabet?”, with respect to “the
quality of the code on your projects” and “the quality of
the code in the APIs and dependencies your projects rely
on” separately. Bipolar responses were “Very dissatisfied”,
“Somewhat dissatisfied”, “Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied”,
“Somewhat satisfied”, “Very satisfied”, and “No opinion.” Re-
sponses were coded from 1 to 5, respectively, with “No opin-
ion” responses removed. Although this question is worded
broadly, we assume that responses reflected the quality of
the code the respondent worked with on a day-to-day basis.

• Code Technical Debt (project tech debt). This factor was col-
lected from the survey’s question “In the last three months,
how much has technical debt or overly complicated code
inside your project hindered your productivity?” Unipolar
responses were “Extremely hindered”, “Very much hindered”,
“Moderately hindered”, “Slightly hindered”, and “Not at all
hindered”. Responses were coded from 1 to 5, respectively.

• Dependency Technical Debt (dependency tech debt). This fac-
tor was collected from the survey’s question “In the last three
months, how much has technical debt or overly complicated
code inside your project’s dependencies hindered your pro-
ductivity?” Unipolar responses were provided and coded the
same as for project tech debt.

• Technical Debt Hindrance (tech debt hindrance). This factor
was collected from the survey’s question “Which of the fol-
lowing issues have most hindered your productivity at work
in the past 3 months?” with an option of “Technical debt in
my project’s code or its dependencies”. Responses were “Yes”
or “No”, and coded as 1 or 0.

B.2 Infrastructure Tools & Support
We measured this category with 6 objective and 12 subjective mea-
sures:

• Tools, infrastructure and service satisfaction (sat. with infra
& tools). This factor was collected from the survey’s ques-
tion “Overall, how satisfied are you with the set of developer
tools, infrastructure, and services that you currently use at
Google/Alphabet?” Bipolar responses were “Very dissatis-
fied”, “Somewhat dissatisfied”, “Neither satisfied nor dissatis-
fied”, “Somewhat satisfied”, and “Very satisfied”. Responses
were coded from 1 to 5, respectively.

• Tools and infrastructure choice (choices of infra & tools). This
factor was collected from the survey’s question “How many
choices about developer tools, infrastructure, and services do
you need to make in order to complete your work?” Bipolar
responses were “Far too few”, “Too few”, “Just enough”, “Too
many”, and “Far too many”. Responses of “Just enough” were
coded as 1 and others as 0.

• Tools and infrastructure innovativeness (innovation of in-
fra & tools). This factor was collected from the survey’s
question “How innovative or conventional are the devel-
oper tools, infrastructure, and services you currently use at
Google/Alphabet?” Bipolar responses were “Very conven-
tional”, “Somewhat conventional”, “Neither innovative nor
conventional”, “Somewhat innovative”, and “Very innova-
tive”. Responses were coded from 1 to 5, respectively.

• Tools and infrastructure ease (ease of infra & tools). This
factor was collected from the survey’s question “How easy
or difficult to use are the developer tools, infrastructure, and
services you currently use at Google/Alphabet?” Bipolar
responses were “Very difficult to use”, “Somewhat difficult
to use”, “Neither easy to use nor difficult to use”, “Somewhat
easy to use”, and “Very easy to use”. Responses were coded
from 1 to 5, respectively.

• Tools and infrastructure frustration (frustration of infra &
tools). This factor was collected from the survey’s question
“How frustrating to use are the developer tools, infrastruc-
ture, and services you currently use at Google/Alphabet?”
Unipolar responseswere “Extremely frustrating to use”, “Very
frustrating to use”, “Moderately frustrating to use”, “Slightly
frustrating to use”, and “Not at all frustrating to use”. Re-
sponses were coded from 1 to 5, respectively.

• Developer stack change (change of tool stack). This factor
was collected from the survey’s question “How fast or slow
does your project’s developer tool stack change? (e.g., de-
velopment environment, software tools, hardware stack)”.
Bipolar responses were “Much too slow”, “A little too slow”,
“Just right”, “A little too fast”, and “Much too fast”. Responses
of “Just right” were coded as 1 and others as 0.

• Internal documentation support (doc. support). This factor
was collected from the survey’s question “How often does
internal documentation for developer tools, infrastructure,
and services at Google/Alphabet meet your needs?” Unipolar
responses were “Rarely or Never”, “Less than half the time”,
“About half the time”, “Most of the time”, and “All or almost
all the time”. Responses were coded from 1 to 5, respectively.

• Internal documentation hindrance (doc. hindrance). This fac-
tor was collected from the survey’s question “Which of the
following issues have most hindered your productivity at
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work in the past 3 months?” with an option of “Poor or
missing documentation”. Responses were “Yes” or “No”, and
coded as 1 or 0, respectively.

• Build & test cycle hindrance (build & test cycle hindrance).
This factor was collected from the survey’s question “Which
of the following issues have most hindered your productivity
at work in the past 3 months?” with an option of “Build & test
cycles that inhibit rapid iterative development”. Responses
were “Yes” or “No”, and coded as 1 or 0, respectively.

• Build latency satisfaction (sat. with build latency). The ma-
jority of engineers at Google use a distributed build system
called blaze. This factor was collected from the survey’s ques-
tion “How satisfied are you with the latency of your own
builds and your team’s builds (specifically, interactive invo-
cations of Blaze build)?” Bipolar responses were provided
and coded the same as for overall sat. with infra & tools.

• 50th and 90th percentile of build duration (p50 build time, p90
build time). With blaze, like other build systems, engineers
must wait for a build to complete before running or testing
their code. To quantify the slowest experiences that develop-
ers have with their builds, we used log data to identify the
50th and 90th percentile of build times for each engineer.

• % of long builds per week (% of long builds). We define long
builds as those that take more than 1 minute. This threshold
is based on the median of the 70th percentiles of build time
over all developers, which is 70 seconds.

• 50th and 90th percentile of test duration (p50 test time, p90
test time). Similar to running builds, engineers must wait for
a test to complete before running their code. To quantify the
slowest experiences that developers have with their tests,
we used log data to quantify the 50th and 90th percentile of
test times for engineers.

• % of long tests per week (% of long tests). We define long tests
as those that take longer than 2 minutes. This threshold is
based on the median of 70th percentiles of build time over
all developers, which is 2.1 minutes.

• Learning hindrance (learning hindrance). The survey con-
tained a multiple-choice question “Which of the following
issues have most hindered your productivity at work in the
past 3 months? Select up to 3.”, for which there were 25
choices, one of which was “Learning a new platform / frame-
work / technology / infrastructure”. If that optionwas chosen,
we code this response as 1, otherwise 0.

• Migration hindrance (migration hindrance). The survey con-
tained a multiple-choice question “Which of the following
issues have most hindered your productivity at work in the
past 3 months? Select up to 3.”, for which there were 25
choices, one of which was “Migrating from a deprecated
tool/technology”. If that option was chosen, we code this
response as 1, otherwise 0.

B.3 Team Communication
To measure team communication in our study, we examined 9
objective measures and 1 subjective measure:

• 50th and 90th percentile of rounds of code review (p50 code
review rounds, p90 code review rounds). Engineers have
their code reviewed by other engineers before submitting at

Google. The code review process can have multiple rounds
of communication, where more rounds of review correlates
with higher likelihood of perceived frustration [13].

• 50th and 90th percentile of total wait time of code review (p50
code review wait time, p90 code review wait time). During
the code review process, engineers need to wait for review-
ers’ comments or replies. The total wait time per code review
is the sum of the individual wait times experienced by a code
author over the study period. The first individual wait time
starts when the author requests a review then ends when any
reviewer has responded. Each subsequent wait time is the
time from when the author makes comments on the review
thread until any reviewer responds.

• 50th and 90th percentile of code reviewers’ organizational dis-
tances from author (p50 review org distance, p90 review org
distance). This metric measures how far away a reviewer is
from a code author in terms of the number of steps it takes
to get from the author’s team to the reviewer’s team on the
hierarchical teams graph. For instance, if the reviewer and
author are on the same team, the distance is 0. If one is in
a “parent” team of the other, then the distance is 1. If they
are in ‘sibling’ teams (sharing the same parent team), then
the distance is 2, and so on. Here we exclude readability
reviewers, a special type of reviewers at Google who are
assigned for stylistic reasons and often assigned from some
team other than the author’s team.

• 50th and 90th percentile of code reviewers’ physical distances
from author (p50 review physical distance, p90 review phys-
ical distance). The metric measures how physically far away
a reviewer is from the author. It codes “same group of desks”
as 1, “same floor” as 2, “same building” as 3, “same campus”
as 4, “same timezone” as 5, and “different time zones” as 6.
We again exclude readability reviewers.

• Physical distance from direct manager (distance from man-
ager). Similar to the metric of physical distances between
author and code reviewers, this metric measures the physical
distance between engineers and their direct managers, using
the same coding method. If an engineer has more than one
direct manager in the study period, this metric takes the
average.

• Code review hindrance (slow code review). The survey con-
tained a multiple-choice question “Which of the following
issues have most hindered your productivity at work in the
past 3 months? Select up to 3.”, for which there were 25
choices, one of which was “Code review process is slow.” If
that optionwas chosen, we code this response as 1, otherwise
0.

B.4 Goals and Priorities
We measure this category with 1 subjective measure:

• Priority shift (priority shift). This factor was collected from
the survey’s question “Howmuch have shifting project prior-
ities hindered your team’s productivity?” Unipolar responses
were “Extremely hindered”, “Very much hindered”, “Moder-
ately hindered”, “Slightly hindered”, and “Not at all hindered”.
Responses were coded from 1 to 5, respectively.
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B.5 Interruptions
We measure this category with 3 objective measures:

• 50th and 90th percentile of total time spent on incoming meet-
ings per week (p50 meeting time, p90 meeting time). Incom-
ing meetings are those which engineers only participate in
instead of organizing.

• Total time spent on any meetings per week (total meeting
time). Based on employee calendar data, this metric includes
meetings regardless of whether the engineer organizes or
simply participates.

B.6 Organizational and Process Factors
We measure this category with 2 subjective and 3 objective mea-
sures:

• Process hindrance (complicated processes). The survey con-
tained a multiple-choice question “Which of the following
issues have most hindered your productivity at work in the
past 3 months? Select up to 3.”, for which there were 25
choices, one of which was “Complicated processes or ‘red
tape’”. If that option was chosen, we code this response as 1,
otherwise 0.

• Organizational hindrance (team & org change). The survey
contained a multiple-choice question “Which of the follow-
ing issues have most hindered your productivity at work in
the past 3 months? Select up to 3.”, for which there were 25
choices, one of which was “Team or organizational reasons
(e.g., ramping up on new team, reorgs)”. If that option was
chosen, we code this response as 1, otherwise 0.

• Number of times when engineers’ direct manager changes but
colleagues do not change (reorg direct manager change). This
metric measures the number of team changes due to top-
down re-org rather than engineer-initiated team changes. A
re-org is significant change to the company’s management
hierarchy.

• Number of times when both an engineer’s direct manager
and colleagues change simultaneously (non-reorg direct man-
ager change). This metric measures the number of engineer-
initiated team changes rather than team changes due to
top-down re-org.

• Number of different primary teams the engineer has (primary
team change). Primary team change means engineers’ pri-
mary projects change.

C LAGGED PANEL ANALYSIS TABLE
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Table 4: Lagged panel data analysis between project code quality and logs-based productivity metrics.

Hypothesis Dependent Variable (log) Independent Variable (log) Effect size p-value
Total submitted CLs during time T not significant 0.87
Total submitted LOCs during time T not significant 0.69
Median active coding time per submitted CL
during time T

-10% 0.03QaP

Median wall-clock time from creating to mail-
ing a CL during time T

Satisfaction with project code quality
during time T-1

-12% 0.10

Median wall-clock time from mailing to sub-
mitting a CL during time T

-22% 0.00

Median wall-clock time from submitting to
deploying a CL during time T

not significant 0.85

Total submitted CLs during time T-1 not significant 0.19
Total submitted LOCs during time T-1 not significant 0.80
Median active coding time per submitted CL
during time T-1

not significant 0.85

Median wall-clock time from creating to mail-
ing a CL during time T-1

not significant 0.83

Median wall-clock time from mailing to sub-
mitting a CL during time T-1

not significant 0.75PaQ
Satisfaction with project code quality
during time T

Median wall-clock time from submitting to
deploying a CL during time T-1

not significant 0.65
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